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Expert System

● One of AI’s greatest areas of success was the development of large-scale 
problem solving systems Originally called expert systems, they would mimic the 
problem solving processes of domain experts Such as doctors performing 
diagnosis, or engineers performing design, or wall street analysts selecting 
stock transactions etc.

● It was discovered that many problems were being solved by chaining through 
rules (if-then statements) that would operate on a collection of facts and partial 
conclusions Called working memory



Dendral (DENDRitic ALgorithm)  (Source: wiki)

● Dendral was a project in artificial intelligence (AI) of the 1960s, and the 
computer software expert system that it produced. Its primary aim was to study 
hypothesis formation and discovery in science.

● For that, a specific task in science was chosen: help organic chemists in 
identifying unknown organic molecules, by analyzing their mass spectra and 
using knowledge of chemistry.

● It was done at Stanford University by Edward Feigenbaum, Bruce G. Buchanan, 
Joshua Lederberg, and Carl Djerassi, along with a team of highly creative 
research associates and students.It began in 1965 and spans approximately 
half the history of AI research.



DENDRAL’s Processes



● The software program Dendral is considered the first expert system because 
it automated the decision-making process and problem-solving behavior of 
organic chemists.

● The project consisted of research on two main programs Heuristic Dendral 
and Meta-Dendral, and several sub-programs. 

● It was written in the Lisp programming language, which was considered the 
language of AI because of its flexibility.



Pattern Matching



•Expert Systems consisted of two major components
–A knowledge base

•The knowledge that the system would use to come to conclusions
–In Dendral, this would be chemical elements, compounds, the the mass spectrogram data that could 
arise from any element
–In Mycin, this would be bacteriological infection knowledge

–An inference engine
•How to apply the knowledge

–For Dendral, this was done by generate-and-test, a very weak form of search
–Mycin would perform backward chaining through rules

–More generally though, the inference engine would embody some form of pattern 
matching



Expert System

ELIZA

One of the first systems that clearly 
demonstrated pattern matching was Eliza 
Eliza was a spoof of an expert system but the 
code will show us how pattern matching 
works

about:

ELIZA is an early natural language processing 
computer program created from 1964 to 196] 
at MIT by Joseph Weizenbaum





Thank You!


